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Abstraet

   We have searched for ultra-high-energy gamma-rays emitted by the supernova 1987A
with a new cosmic-ray facility installed at the Black Birch Range in New Zealand. The
observations from 13 October to 3 December suggest no clear clustering of events around the
direction of the supernova. We conclude that an upper limit on the flux of gamma-rays oÅí
energies greater than 100 TeV is 1.1 Å~ IO-i2 cmm2s-i (950/. C.L.) for a differential spectra1

index a==2.0 and source distance d==50 kpÅë. This value gives an upper bound on the
garnma-ray luminosity of the supernova of 5.5 Å~ IOss erg s-i for IOi4-v 10i7 eV.
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I. Intreduetion

    Cosmic-rays can be observed directly only in the neighborhood of Earth or in

the solar system at best. I{owever, there is strong evidence that cosmic-rays exist

throughout the whole Galaxy. By observing ga}actic radio emission, we iearn the
distribution of cosmic-ray electrons and the structure of the galactic magnetic field.

Especially the radio spectra observed in supernova remnants such as the Crab nebula

and Cassiopeia A show power-law spectra which imply a xxon-thermal origin. This
feature is interpreted as synchrotron emisslon from high-energy electrons with energies

higher than 10i! eV. On the other hand, most ofthe cosmic-rays observed at the top

of the atmosphere are nuclei such as protons. High-energy cosmic-ray nuciei collide

with interstellar matter to produce pions. A neutral pion decays into two gamma-
rays. Therefore, by observing these gamma-rays, we learn the distribution of cosmic-

rays and intersteHar matter.

    From this point of view, Hayakawa and Morrison independently proposed
"gamma-ray astronomy" in about 1950. The intensity of gamma-rays Es propor-
tional to the integration of the product of cosmic-ray intensity and interstellar matter

density, but it is expected to be weak. In addltion, it is ltard to discriminate cosmic

garnma-rays from background gamma-rays produced in collisions of cosmic-rays
with the surrounding matter ofthe detectors. These facts delayed the first observation

by a satellite uRtil 196I, but systematic studies were carried out by the SAS-2 and

COS-B sate}lltes launched ln l972 and l975 respectively. The observed intensity of

gamma-rays is as expected, and it is proved that cosmic-rays fill the Galaxy. Consid-

erable contributlon cemes from the bremsstrahlung of cosmic-ray electrons. Nowever,

about twenty Iocal gamma-ray sources were found and most of them are not identified

with known objects, which suggested a new problem.

    Gamrr}a-rays of energies frem several tens of MeV to severai GeV are observed

direct}y by satellites. High-energy gamma-rays generate showers in the atmosphere
    vand Cerenkov }ight from showers reaches the ground for energies greater than about

IOO GeV. Zatsepin and Chudakov proposed to search for gamma-ray sources by
          vcollecting Cerenkov photons us!ng mirrors (Zatsepin and Chudakov I961). Several
sources, for exarnple the Crab puisar and Cygnus X-3, have been reported since Iate

1960's. Showers from higher energy gamma-rays reach the ground and are observed
as air showers. Samorski aRd Stamm reported the excess of showers from the di-
rection of Cygnus X-3 and showed that they were modulatecl by the 4.8 hour periocl

ofX-ray data (Samorski and Stamm 1983). 10i5 eV gamma-rays cannot be produced
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by thermal processes in astrophysical objects and are considered to be produced by

interactions of high-energy particles with surrounding rr}atter. This detection at-

tracted much attention as it indicated the discovery of the acceleration place ofhigh-

energy cosmic-rays for the firss time. Moreover, the integral spectrum of Cygnus
X-3 is almost inversely preportional to energy and extends up to 10i6 eV, which

implies the acceieration is very efflcient. Several models have been proposed to

explaln these features. For example, one attributes the acceleratlon to fast-spinning

pulsars with strong magnetic field and another 6onsiders unipolar induction or shock

waves in an accretion disk around a compact object. The pulsar model can be

directly tested byahistoric event thae recent}y happened. ,
    The supernova 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) is the nearest one
since the lnvention of teiescopes. It is expected to leave a neutron star from the fact

that a low-energy neutrlno burst was observed (Hirate et al. I987, Bionta et al. 1987).

A newly-bome pulsar may i'otate very rapidly and slow down its retation rapid!y by

liberating a large amout of rotation energy. If some part of this energy is used for

acceleration of particles up to high-energies, these particles generate high-energy

gamma-rays and neutrinos in coilisions with the surrounding ejecta of the supemova.

These gamma-rays are absorbed if the ejecta is too thick and are not generated ifit

is too thin because coilisions do not occur. Between these two extremes, gamma-ray

intensity is expected to take its maximum after a half to one year after the explosion

(Sato 1977, Berezlnsky and Prilutsky 1978, Shapiro and Silberberg l979). With
these predictions, we (the Japan Australia New Zealand Observation of Supernova
!987A: JANZOS col}aboration*') proposed a new experiment to search for ultra-
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high-energy gamma-rays in the southern hemisphere site suitable for observation of

the LMC.
    We installed an air shower facility on a mountain in the South Island of New

Zealand (1640 m a.s.l.). It consists ofseventy-six particle detectors and three mirrors

   vfor Cerenkov Iight observations, aiming at the 1OO TeV and 1 TeV regions respectively.

In this paper, the first result on the leO TeV region during I.5 months of eperation

since October l987 is presented (Bond et al. I988).

IL UItra-highptenergyGamma-rays

K-1. Deteetionmethedofultra-high-energygamma-rays
    When high-energy gamma-rays are injected into the atmosphere, they create
electron-pos!tron pairs in the Coulomb fields ofatmospheric nuclei and these electrons

(positrons) generate gamma-rays by bremsstrahlung. After repetition of these
processes, cascade showers are generated, which we call electromagnetic cascades.
Electromagnetic cascades develop (increase their number of particles) while the
average energy of the particles is high, but attenuate afterwards when the energy is

divided into many particles. The average energy loss of electrons when they pass
through 1 g cm-2 of matter is expressed by

          um dE ,,. 1 E
                         ,               rad Xo            dx

where

         J8ie = [4 N. zilz+i) argin(igi z-"J!3)]-'i

is called a radiation length and is about 37 g cm"2 for air (ArA : Avogadro's number, Z:

atomic number, A; atomic mass number, a: fine structure constant, r,=:2.818Å~ 10-i3

cm: classical electron radius). The mean free path for electron-positron pair creation

is 917 Xe. We define a critical energ] e, as

          -ddE. ,.,(eo) == nd ddE. i,.(eo) '

which is 81 MeV for air, where -dEldx l i,. is the energy less by ionization. Electro-

magnetic cascades attenuate after the average energy of particles falls lower than ee.

The number of electrons (and positrons) (.ZV,) in an electrornagnetic cascade is ex-

pressed by

          Ne"'" !IJii,. exp [t(i-g in s)]

as a function of atmospheric depth t in units of Xe, where t... is the depth which N,

reaches its maximum value and is given by
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         tmax N In (Eeleo)

for the energy of a primary gamma-ray (Eo) and

                 3
         s--             I +2 tmaslt

is called an age parameter which indicates the stage of development of cascades. s<l

corresponds to development, s===1 to the shower maxlmum, s>1 to attenuation.
Electromagnetic cascades from high-energy primary gamma-rays are detected as
air showers at the ground (I030 g cm-2-rm27.8 Xo) when enough particles survive.

(The above is based on Hayakawa, l969.) However, most air showers derive from
cosmic-ray nuc}ei such as protons, so we need to discriminate against them ln order to

detect gamma-rays using air showers.

    Cosmic-ray nuclei produce mesoRs, such as rr, K, and nucleons in collisions with

atmospheric nuclei. A rre effectively decays instantiy (T=8.3Å~10-i7s) into two

gamma-rays which Snitiate electromagnetic cascades. Nucleons and some mesons
collide further and generate nuclear cascades. Charged mesons decay into muons and

neutrinos, and the muon comPonent is developed. Nuclear cascades continue to supply

the electromagnetic and muon components. On the other hand, muons in electro-
magnetic cascades are generated via reÅ} production in photonuclear reactions, whose

cross sectien is small. Thus the ratlo of muons in nuclear showers and gamma-ray

showers is about 10:1 and suggests a method to discriminate against them. However,

!t is not a simple task since there are fluctuations in development of cascades and

experimental limitations such as muon detectors need to be shielded with a iot of

material.

    Gamma-rays from point sources may be detected as an excess in the arrival
direction distributlon from the celestial sphere if the intensity of gamma-rays is strong

enough. This is because gamma-rays travel undeflected while nuclei arrive at Earth

uniformly after stirring in the galactic magnetic field. As a result the arrlval directions

of air showers should be determined accurately so that the number of nuclear showers

which get lncluded in angular error bins is reduced. Shower partic}es are distributed

in a disk which is perpendicular to the original direction of the primary particle, so

we can reconstruct this direction by measuring the difference in passage time of
shower particles in three or more detectors. Errors in arrival directions are introduced

by the thickness and curvature of particle dlsks, which are due to multiple scattering

of eiectrons in air. Fig. ! shows tbe time distribution of shower particles in disk

(Hillas l987). Many efforts to reduce these errors are being carried out. Increasing

the timing accuracy of detectors and electronlcs ls important, neediess to say. Some

groups increase the number of detectors to get more timing samples, some lnclude
the effect of the time distribution in the analysls. Others place lead sheets on the

detectors to increase the number of detected particles by converting gamma-rays ln

alr showers to electron-positron pairs. Gamma-rays do not suffer multiple scattering

and are presumed to be c}ose the shower plane, so this method may be effective
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 O I 2 3 Thickness of lead in rad. Iength

The ratio of electrons below to those
above a lead Åëonverter layer as a
function of the thickness o'f the lead
for delay times within one nanosecond
of the earliest arrival time. (Poirier
and Mikocki i987)

further. Fig. 2 shows the ratio of electrons below to those above of a lead converter

layer as a function of the thickness of the lead for delay times withln one nanosecond

of the earliest arrival time (Poirier and Mikocki l987). In our experiment in New
Zealand, Iead sheets of 5 mm th!ckness are placed on all t!ming detectors.

    Periodicities of X-ray binaries and pu}sars are used in ana}yzlng the arrival time

of showers in order to identify gamma-ray sources. When light curves are correlated

strongly in periodic analysls, the identificatlon may be justified. There are some

limitations in this method such that one needs known periodicities and those which

are in proper range which make periodic analysis reasonable for a given number of

events and observation period.

    A!r showers are detected direct}y at energies greater than about iOO TeV, but
                                                   Ylower energy (k 1 TeV) showers can be detected through Cerenkov light observations.

We can apply methods similar to the case ofair showers in order to search for gamma-

ray sources. In addition, some trials to dlscriminate gamma-ray showers from
                            vnuclear showers by use of the Cerenkov light images are be!ng performed, but they
have not been proved to be effective yet.

ll-2. CygnusX-3
    Cygnus X-3 is an X-ray binary exhibiting a 4.8 hour modulation in X-ray
intensity. In gamma-ray regions, the SAS-2 sateillte detected it with this periodlcity

(Lamb et al. 1977), but the COS-B sateilite gave only an upper limit (Swanenberg
et al. 1981, Hermsen et al. !987).

    In very-hlgh-energy (t'vTeV) regions, the Crimean group reported an increase
                                                            vof fiux frem this direction after the radio fiare !n I973 using the air Cerenkov method

(Vladimirsky et al. 1973). Fig. 3 shows the data. This group also reported the 4.8

hour periodicity (Stepanian et al. !982). Other groups such as Mt. Hopkins (Danaher

et al. I981, Weekes et al. 198!, Cawiey et al. I985a), JPL (Lamb et al. I982)
and Durham (Dewthwaite et al. I983) also report pos2tive signals. The Haleakala
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group say they have detected bursts only (Resvanis et al. I987a). The intensity
varies with time, and has peaks at phase NO.2 and tN.O.6 (phase O corresponds to the

Xray minimum) ofwidth NIOe/, ofthe 4.8 hour period (Fig. 4, Watson 1987).
The 4.8 hour period is considered to be the binary period. The Durham group has
reported a l2.6 ms periodicity, which is ascribed to pulsar rotation (Chadwick et al.

I985b). The Mt. Hopkins and Haleakala groups also see the similar period!city, but

the statistical significance is not large (Fegan et al. I987, Resvanis et al. 1987a), Kow-

ever, this short period enab}es a pulsar to acce}erate particles up to very-high-energy,

so should be tested further.

    Samorski and Stamm analyzed data (l?)2Å~ 10i5 eV) from the Kiel air shower

array and reported a 4.4a directional excess and the 4.8 hour periodicity (Samorski

and Stamm 1983). This is the first evidence for ultra-high-energy gamma-rays,
F!g. 5 and 6 show the right ascension scan of evenss with nearly the same deciination

and the phase diagram (Samorski and Stamm 1985). The Haverah Park group con-
firmed their result with the same peak phase ('vO.2) (Lloyd-Evans et al. 1983). The

Akeno group analyzed muon-poor showers and reported a broad peak at phase NO.6
(Kifune et al. 1985, 1987). ["he Los A}amos and Fly's Eye groups reported positive

signals and KGF group gave an upper limit (Nagale et aL 1987, Baltrusaitis et al. I987,

Sinha 1988). Above 10i6 eV, the Kiel group reported finlte ffux values, and the
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Haverah Park and Akeno (Matsubara et al. I988) groups gave upper limits. Fig. 7
shows the time-averaged flux of gamma-rays from Cygnus X-3. Each report .crives
somewhat different fiux values, but observation periods differ from each other and so

they are not definitely inconsistent. However, the Kiel group insists that muon
content ofexcess showers are about 700/o of that ofnormal showers which is considered

to be strange and contradicts the result of the Akeno group.

    Besides gamma-rays, muons from Cygnus X-3 direction observed in under-
ground detectors exhibit the 4.8 hour periodicity (Marshak et al. I985, Battistoni et al.

1985). These are diflicult to explain as having gamma-ray origins, so there have

been many attempts to interpyet them. Some have assumed neutral particles other
than gamma-rays, some have supposed a drastic change in photonuclear interactions
(Barnhill et al. 1985, Ruddick l986, Ochs and Stodolsky 1986, Collins and Olness
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@: Plateau Rosa, (!): Baksan, A, 9, $: Akeno, X: Kiel, X, T: Haverah Park,
O: Ooty, 'i=: Ooty, KGF, MSU (Watson i985, Matsubara et al. 1{88)

I987, Halzen et aL 1987, Bhattacharyya l987). However, other undrground detectors
gave upper iimits contradicting to the above (Oyama et al. I986, Berger et al. I986)

and some people doubt the significance ofthe signa}s (Chardin and Gerbier l987).

    Next we mention the cosmic-ray luminos!ty inferred from observations of ultra-

high-energy gamma-rays from Cygnus X-3. The gamma-ray luminosity Lv is given
by

                              Lv =: 4xd2 eF,

where d is the distance to the source, e is an attenuation factor due to interactions

with the microwave background radiation (see section II-5) and F is the energy flux.

The absorption profile of 21 cm radio emission during radio fiares suggests d>ll.6

(ns!le kpc) kpc where rro lt the distance to the galactlc center (Dicky l983). Recently

IAU revised the recommended value of xo as 8 kpc. e depends on d and is estimated
as e)2 for 10i5NIOi6 eV. We assume the integral fiux of gamma-rays from Cygnus

X-3 as

         f(l}IE) == 2Å~le-i4(Elloi5 ev)-i•i cm-2s-i

(Watson l985), then we have

         F """ jl:l: EddfE dE == 7•2Å~le-ii erg cm-2 s"

for lei5N!Oi6 eV. Thus we obtain

         L7>l,5 Å~ 10se erg s-! .

Protons ofenergies 10i6tvlOi7 eV are needed to produce 10i5NIOi6 eV gamma-rays,
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and efficiency for this conversion is less than 10e/,. IÅí we assume the duty cycle of

gamma-ray emission of Cygnus Å~-3 is O.I, we finaliy obtain a cosmic-ray luminosity of

         Lp }r LvÅ~ !OÅ~le =I.5Å~103S erg s-' .

(Here we have assumed isotropic particle emission, bnt if partic}es make coilimated
beams then this luminosity can be smaller.) A cosmic-ray Iurninosity of N 1038 erg s-i

is required to maintain galactic cosmic-rays above IOi6 eV (Hillas }984) so that only

one object like Cygnus X-3 is needed to supply this energy. On the other hand, close

sources such as Veia X-1 do not contribute to the cosmic-ray luminosity so much.

    The above d2scussion suggests that ultra-high-energy gamma-ray sources may
acceierate mest of high-energy cosmic-rays and they are therefore keys to solving the

problem of "the origin of cosmic-rays".

II-3. Statusofobservationofultra-high-energygamma-rays
    We summarize in this section observations of ultra-high-energy gamma-ray
sources. Tabie l and 2 inclttde main ebservational greups and their sites. Tab}e l
     vis for Cerenkov observations (NI TeV except Fly's Eye, NIO!5 eV) and Table 2 for
air shower observations (10i4NIOi6 eV).

(1) CrabPulsar/nebula

    Durham, Ooty and Haleakala groups deteced bursts of TeV gamma-rays lasting
several tens minutes correlated with the pulsar period (33 ms) (Gibson et al. 1982,

Bhat et al. I986, Resvanis et al. I987d). As for D.C. fiux, the Durham andJPL group

have reported positive results but the Ooty group gave an upper limit. Phase dia-
graras of the 33 ms periocl are shown ilt Fig. 8.

    In the PeV (= IOi5 eV) region, the Lodz group reported a iarge excess froin
Crab direction, the FIy's Eye group observed an excess in one night out of two nights,

and the Tien Shan group reported an excess in muon-poor showers (Dzikowski et al.

1983, Boone et al. 1984, Klrov et al. I985). Periodic analysis is imposslble for all of

them because the observation periods aye too long to search for such a short periodicity.

Tab}e 1. Atmospheric derenkov facilities

Group Place latitude longitude height (rn)

Durliam
Durl}am
Mt. Hopkins

Haleakala

Sydney
Ooty
Potchefstroom

Fly's Eye

Crimea
Tien Shan

JPL

Dugway, USA
Narrabri, Australia

Whipple, USA
Hawaii, USA
Narrabri, Australia

Ootacamund, India
Potchefstroom, South Africa

Dugway, USA
Crimea, USSR
Tien Shan, USSR
California, USA
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Table 2. Air shower facilities

Group Place latitude longitude height (m)

I<iel

Haverah Payk

Akeno

KGF
Ooty
Tien Shan

BASJE
Adelaide

Los Alamos

Pot.hefstroom

Baksan

Plateau Rosa

Kiel, West Germany

Haverah Park, UK
Akeno, Japan
Kolar, India

Ootacamund, India

Tien Shan, USSR
Chaca}taya, Bolivia

Buckland Park, Australia

Los Alamos, USA
Potchefstroom, South Africa

Baksan, USSR
PIateau Rosa, Ita}y
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The integral energy spectrum of garnma-
rays from the Crab nebula. (Watson 1985)
The iMt. Hopkins group has since with-
drawn their result.

On the other hand, Havarah Park and Akeno groups gave upper }imits Iower than the

above (Lloyd-Evans et al. I985, Hayashida et al. 1981). Fig. 9 shows the summary

of gamma-ray intensities.

(2) Hercules X-l

    Durham, Mt. Hopkins and Haleakala groups detected the l.24 s pulse period in
the TeV region (Dowthwaite et al. I984a, Gorham et al. 1986, Resvanis et aL 1987b).

This period is within the range deduced from X-ray data, which is very wide. X-ray

data also shows 1.7 and 35 day periodicities, but the Mt. Hopkins group observed
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pulses during X-ray ec}ipse and has interpreted this as beam steering in the magnetic

field of the binary system (Gorham and Leamed 1986).
    The FIy's Eye group yeported the l.24 s period at >mm500 GeV (Baltrusaitis et al.

I985). It is hard to consider acceieration of particles up to ultra-high-energies by

s}owly-splnning pulsars Iike Hercttles X-1 (1.24 s period), so acceleration by accretion

shocks is suggested (Eichler and Vestrand l985).

(3) Yela X-l
    This is an X-ray binary which exhibits 283 s and 8.96cl periodicitSes. Potchefst-

room group detected an excess and 283s periodicity ln the TeV region (North et al.

i987).

    Adelalde, BASJE and Potchefstroom groups reported the 8.96d periodlcity in
the PeV region (Protheroe et al. I984, Suga et al. I985, Van der Walt et al., i987).

BASJE group selected muon-poor showers. The peak phases are O.63, e.51 and O.13

respectively and are dlfferent from each other.

(4) Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) X-4
    Adela2de group reported the 1.41d periodic!ty ofair showers, but the significance

is not so hlgh (Protheroe and Clay l985).

(5) Centaurus X-3
    BASJE group reported four muoR-poor events are biased in phase distributions

of the 2.09d per!od (Suga et al. I985).

(6) Othersources

    The following sources have been reported in the L"eV region. rlihe figures !n

brackets show their periods.

    a. Vela pulsar (89ms): Grindlay et al. I975b, Bhat et al. I980

    b. PSRi937+21 (l.56ms):Ckadwick et al. I987
    c. PSRI953ÅÄ29 (6ms): Cihadwick et al. 1985c
    d. PSR18e2-23 or 2CGO06-00 (!12.5ms) : Raubenheimer et al. i986
    e. 4UOI15+63 (3.6}s): Stepanian et al. }972, Chadwick et al. 1985a, Lamb
       et al. I987, Resvanis et al. I987c

    Åí Geminga (59s): Zykln and Mukanov l983
    g. M3I: Dowthwaite et al. 1984•b
    h. Centaurus A: Grindlay et al. 1975a

ff-4. Emis$ien mechanismas of ultya-higk-energy gamma-vays

    Gamma-rays are emitted predominantly by non-thermal mechanisms, while X-
rays are emitted mainly by thermai mechanisms. Namely, in processes such as

(1) Bremsstrahlung by high-energy electrons

(2) Inverse Compton scattering by high-energy electrons

(3) Synchrotron radiation by high-energy eiectrons in strong magnetic fields
(4) rce productien by high-energy nuclei such as protons.

Gamma-rays are generated through collisions of cosmic-rays with interstellar matter

or starlight. Fig. 10 shows the calculated gamma-ray production rates for a gas
denslty of l atorn cm-"3 and a stariight energy clensity ofO.44 eV cm'-3 (Stecker 1976).
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At energies greater than IOO MeV, the rre production process is dominant. Thus for

ultra-high-energy sources, considering models is equ!valent to assumlng the acceler-

ation of high-energy nuclei and the aspects of environmental matter.

    When we consider the acceleration of cosmic-rays in their sources, observational

facts described in the 2ast section require that (Brecher l987)

(1) Parent nuclei should be accelerated to IOi7 eV so that gamma-rays of up to
     IOi6 eV are produced.

(2) The cosmic-ray }uminosity ofa source should reach as large as 1038 erg sT"i.

(3) The main energy loss process in a source should be the generatioR of high-
     energy particles, which is inferred from observations in other wave-lengths.

(4)

(5)

The energy spectrum efparent nuclei can be monochromatic in order to explain

the observed gamma-ray spectrum (Hillas 1984).
The acceleration time of particles should be fast enough not to lose their energies

before collisions with target matter.

A Iot of models have been proposed to meet these requirements. We sha}l
brieflv describe some of them.
     '
(1) Pulsar acceleration

    Some theories exist which predict acceleration Qf particles to ultra-high-energies

by pulsars. In the mode! of Gunn and Ostriker, magnetic dipole radiation of a
large amplitude (strong wave) propagates and panicles are accelerated by this wave

(Gunn and Ostril<er 1969). The maximum energy able to be obtained ls expressed by

EmaxN IOi'(B!10i2 G)i/3 (Pfl ins) m" 4/3 eV ,

where B is the surface magnetic field of the neutron star and P is the rotation periocl.

Goldreich andJulian pointed out that unipolar induction creates electric fields along

magnetic fie}d lines and partlcles are accelerated by th2s potential (Go}dreich and
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Julian I969). In this case

          E..."v7Å~IOi8(BllOi2 G) (Pll ms)-2 eV

is the maximum available energy, but for P< IO ms this is limited to

          EmasNIOi7(B!IOi2 G)iX`(P/1 ras)-i/4 eV

(for the case of protons) due to curvature radiation (Sturrock I971). In the case of
the Crab nebula, it is known that electrons are accelerated up to IOii eV from the

spectrum ofsynchrotron radiation and so lt is assumed that the same mechanism also

works in Cygnus Å~-3 (Eichler and Vestrand l984). Ifthe reported l2.6 ms periodicity

ef TeV gamma-rays (Chadwick et al. I985b) is due to the pulsar rotation, the u}tra-

high-energy gamma-ray luminos2ty is explained by pulsar acceieration. However,
gamma-rays frorn slowly-spinning puisars such as EIercules X-1 cannot be accounted

for by tkis method.

(2) Shock acceleration

    Many ultra-high-energy gamma-ray sources are known to be accretlng blnaries,

that is, binary systems where matter from a companion star is fiowing to the compact

star and forrning an accretlon disk around it. The accretion velocity rnay be slower

thanthethermal velocity and a shocl< front is formed around the compact star.
Kazanas and Ellison considered an acceleration ofpartic}es near po}es ofa neuÅíronstar

by these standing shocks (Kazanas and EIIison l986). Eneygy losses by synchrotron

radiatlon in the pu}sar magnetic field limits the maximum energv. available iR this

process, and it is about IOi6 eV. However, if protons are converted to neutrons
through coliisions with accreting matter, these neutrons can escape from the acceler-

ation regioit and possibiy generate IOi6 eV gamma-rays.

(3) Unti olar induction

    The medel by Chanmugam and Brecher ls tbe combination of above two models,
assuming that particles are acceierated by a parallel electric fieid bttt that energy is

extracted from accretion (Chanmugam and Brecher I985). We assume that the
magnetic field of the neutron star is extending to the radius of the pulsar magnetos-

phere (the Alfvgn radius, where the energy densit>r of the magnetic field is equal to the

kinetic energy density) and has radial and vertical components. An electric field is

induced by the Kepier!an motion ofparticles in the accretion disl< with the magnetic

field. A potential of IOi7 eV can be obtained wlth a weak magnetic field (!Og G) and

a strong accretion rate (1038 erg s-"i). The accretion rate can be as iarge as IO,'viOO

times the Eddington limit because energies are carried out by particles, not by
radlation.

    Particles acceierated by above iinechanisms preduce rce's in collisions with the

atmosphere of tke companion star or surrounding matter and gamma-rays are gen-
erated. The distribution of the inatter is assumed to be refiected in light curves of

gamma-ray emission such as a phase diagram of the 4.8 hour periodicity of Cygnus
X-3, but it is diMcult to explain them consistently including temporal variations in

intensiÅíy. Some people try to answer this by considering the steering of particle
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beams in magnetic fields before co]lisions (Gorham and Leamed 1986, Protheroe and

Stanev 1987).

gl-5. Propagationofu!tra-higk-energygamma-rays
    Photon-photon collisions with the microwave background radiation is the
dominant loss process ln the propagation of ultra-high-energy gamma-rays from
sources to Earth. The meaR free path x7(E) of gamma-rays of energy E against a
blackbody radiation oftemperature Tis expressed by

         .,fe) - taf (kf)3f(.m,2;),

where R ==hlmc ls the Compton wavelength of an eiectron, me2 is an electron mass and

         f(v) == y2 I: (eX-1)-'ip (xlv) dx ,

         gi(x) = (2m2c,), Sh<.2",t,e)2,)2savv(,) d,,

         av7 (s) == -S- rrre2(l-fi2) [(3-P`) ln lSf-2fr (2-p2)] ,

         P "= Vl-1ls, re === e2/mc2,

(Gould and Schreder 1967). Flg. 11 and 12 showf(y) and x7(E) (Protheroe 1986).
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Fig. 12. The mean interaction }ength of photons
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In these figures T= =2.96K is assumed. x7(E) is less than IO kpc around E==2 Å~ 10i5 eV.

    High-energy electrons generated in photon-photon coillsions boost microwave

backgrou"nd photons to high energy gamma-rays by inverse Compten scattering.
The ultra-hlgh-energy gamma-ray flux can be regenerated cons!derably in this
process provided that

(1) The synchrotron attenuation Iength of high-energy electrons is larger than the

     Compton scattering }ength so that energy loss of electrons is not effective.

(2) The Larmor radius ofhigh-energy electrons is Iarger than the Compton scatter-
    ing }ength so that directionality is retained.

    The energy Ioss of high-energy electrons is given by

          th ddEt ,.,. bE2, b : 43X ffTe (m ,),,

where aT== { lftl ro2 is the Themson cross section. The first term in the energy density

w==if2/8rc+wph corresponds to synchrotron emission in magnetic field H and the

second term to inverse Compton scattering with photons of energy wph. Thus the
cond!tion (1) is expressed as H2/8rr<<wph or H<< }O--6 G. The condition (2) becornes

H<< 10-'e G because the Larmor radius is given by

          p --- 1.08 (EllOi3 eV)/(UliOm6 G) pc.

Protheroe calculated the variation of gamma-ray spectrum using a Monte Carlo
simulation for this process (Protheroe l986). Fig. 13 shows the spectrum after pro-
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pagation assuming various source distances and a source spectrum E"2 dE. Flg. I4

shows the attenuation of the gamma-ray spectrum with and without "regeneration"
(or "cascading") in the case of 50 kpc source distance which applies to the Large

Magellanic C}oud. Whether this "regeneration" occurs or not depends on whether
the lntervening magRetic-field is << IO-i2 G or not, but the intergalactic magnetic field

is poo}y known and we canRot judge which is true. Conversely, we may obtain
such informations through the observations of ultra-hlgh-energy gamma-rays
themselves.

EEE. Vltra-high-energy Gamama-rays from SuFernovae

M-1. Thesupernevai9g7A
    Since Kepler's supernova in 1604, the supernova l987A ls the fust one which can

be visible to naked eyes. It appeared ln the Lar.cre Magel}anic Cloud and was dis-

covered independently by I. Shelton of Las"Campanas Observatory in Chile and
A. Jones in New Zealand on 24 February l987 (IAU circular No. 4316). It was
seen with mpg (photographic magnitude) ,"v6 on the plate taken at 23.443 February

and mpg<l2 on the plate at 23.IOI February, so it began brightening between these

periods (IAU clrcular No. 4316, 4330). Based upon observations of hydrogen
emission lines, it is classified as a type II supernova which is expected to expiode after

the gravitational col}apse of a heavy star and its progenitor is identified as Sanduleak

--  69 202 by accurate photometry and observation with IUE (International Ultraviolet

Exp}orer) satellite (Gilmozzi et al. I987). The supernova is situated at

a =: sh ssm sos
             )
6 =: -69017'58"

for equinox BI950.0 (White and Malin l987, West et al. 1987). Its spectrum is
classlfied as B3I which sign2fies a blue supergiant and its mass is estimated as N20 Mo

where Mo is the solar mass.

    The KAMIOKANDE II group observed a burst of low-energy neutrinos which
                                                                 vconsisted ofeleven events in thirteen seconds at 23.3l6 February with a water Cerenkov

detector of 3000 ton placed underground in the I<amloka mine (Hirata et al. I987).

The IMB group also observed eight eveRts in six seconds at nearly the same time
(Bionta et al. I987) and this supported the belief that these bursts are derived from the

supernova explosion. E'he analysis of these neutrino bursts supports the exp]osion is

caused by gravitational collapse of a star, and suggests the progen!tor mass of 8'y20

Mo and the formatioR ofa neutron star of lNl.7 Mo (Sato and Suzuki !987). Fig.
!5 shows the light curve of the sttpernova in opt!cal wavelengths (Ham"y et al. 1988).

An exponential decay is seen since day l20 after the explesion. This is explained as
follows. 56iNi ofO. 1 A4o was synthesized 2n the expiosion and it supplies energy via radlo-

active decays wlth lts decay product 56Co (Shigeyama et al. I987). This scenario also

applies to X-rays whlch have been detected since day 200 after the explosion (Dotani

et al. I987, Sunyaev et al. I987). In additior}, gamma-ray iines of 847 and 1238 keV
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which are characteristic of 56Co decay were detected by the SMM (Solar Maximum
bv(Iission) satellite (Matz et al. i988) and supports this scenario further.

    On the other hand, a newly-borne neutron star is expected to be spinning very
fast (Nl ms, Ostriker 1987) with a strong magnetic field and maay liberate its rotational

energy via the emission of high-energy partlcles. Tkis type of emission may carry less

energy than radioactlve decays, but it wlll appear as pulsed radiation in radio and

X-ray wavelengths as the supernova ejecta expands gradually. I{owever, before this

stage, high-energy gamma-rays and neutrlnos may be emitted through collisions of
high-energy particles accelerated by the pulsar with the ejecta (Sato 1977, Berezinsky

and Prilutsky 1978, Shaplro and Silberberg i979). This means that ebservations ef

these gamma-rays and neutrlnos can provide an opportunity to check the pulsar
activity in the early stages and offers us a motivation to commence a new expriment.
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Th2s process is discussed in next section in detail.

    Fig. i6 shows the periods and their time derivatives of361 pulsars (r]]aylor l987).

Pulsars are thought to be born in the upper part in this dlagram, move to the lower

right ln about a million years, go beyond the death line, and thereafter they wil} not be

observed any rnore as pulsars. W'e know from this diagram that young pulsars such
as the Crab and Vela are rare. Therefore it is very important to investigate the

activity of young pulsars, especially the pulsay perieds in order to understand the

evolution of pulsars.

gX-2. UItra-high-energy gammaa-rays from smpernovae
    We assume that a neutron star ls left after a supernova explosioR and is emitting

high-energy particies. The ejected matter from the explosion forms an envelope
that is expanding rapidly. Particles coliide with this enve}ope and produce gamma-

rays and neutrinos via meson production. If the column density of the envelope is
too thick, mesons interact before decay and the produced gamma-rays cannot escape

to the outer region. On the other hand, iflt is too thin, particies do not collide with

the matter. Thus between these two extremes there is an optimal thickness which
converts particles to gamma-rays and neutrinos most effectively. We investigate
this process foliowing H. Sato (Sato 1987, Nakamura et al. I987).

    In the ear}y stage ef explosion, the envelope expands uniformly so the density

distribution is expressed by

         p(r, t) - 4.3Rl:[f),g(g) )

where irUT, is the total rnass of the ejecta, g=r7R(t) is the co-moving radiai coordiRate

and the density profile g(e) is normalized as

          I:g(g) g2 dg == S- •

We take the expansion veiocity as V for g=:1 then R(t) = Vt and the column density

x(t) is given by

         x(t) == S,R(`) p(r, t) dr

             .. 3Me s2,
                4x ( Vt)2

where

         e = [S:g(e) dg]i'2 .

    First we assume the straight passage of parÅíicles through the ejecta. We define

Ip(t) as the injection particle flux (assumed to be protons), I7(t) as the produced

gamma-ray fiux and lv(t) as the produced neutr!no fiux. Then we have
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          dlp urr- rma, Ip dxlmp,

          dlv = 4e g. fp dxlmprmay l7 dx/mp,

          dlv = CÅ} an Ip dxttmp,

neglecting time de}ays oforder IZ/c, where o. is the cross section for nuclear interactlon,

av is the cross section for gamma-ray absorption, 4o,Å} are multiplicities for meson

productions and mp is a proton mass. By solving these equtations, we get

          Ip (t) = exp (- a. x(t) fmp) ,

          iv(t) .,. 4e eXP[-(av!an) (te!t)2]-exp[-(t,lt)2] ,

                                1 - oylan

   , Iv(t) == <Å}(1-exp[-(t,/t)2]),

where we take Ip(O) ==1, Iv(O) ==I,(O) ==O and

          t, === (34M.isin)iZ2 -{; .

I7 takes its maximum at

          tmax =" te[(l- 3i)/ln aanv ]i12

and decreases as

          Iv 'v (t,lt)2

for t>> t,, 4 ls calculated by simulation and

          erN" 1.27 (Vfl09 cm s':) ,

thus we obtaiR

          t, == i.s ( MMoe )iza (43akb)ira months,

where a,!av'v l.6 for neutral hydrogen.

    Nexe we assume that protons injected attremain in the ejecta during dt(2t)
and gamrr}a-rays pass unimpeded through matter. In this case, we can estimate as

(Sato 1987)

          Iv(t)N(exp [- g: (S, )2]-e.p [-op fr (!lr,-)2]] ,

          i,(t)-(i-exp [- rp -fr (-!i't)2]] ,

where

          2op ,, l-(#dt )2 .
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For At>>t, opNNO.5. f7 takes its maxlmum at

         tkax = t, ,v/ ;ny [(i- cVrp ao: )/in 2CvOony]ii2 ,

which means that the time of maximum is de}ayed by a factor of

         VcnlY t•-3 .

Nakamura et al. ca}culated th!s process numerically including the inseraction with

thermal photons in the ejecta (Nakamura et al. 1987). The result is summarized as
follows :

    Model A: M== 7Mo, Ro=:2Å~10i2 cm, E,.p==2Å~I05i erg

                                       "=i' tm..=5•5 months,
    ModelB: M=15Mo, Ro :2Å~10rz cm, E,.p :4Å~105i erg

                                       "ij tmo. = 8.3 months,
                                                                 'where M, Re are the mass and radius ofthe progenitor and E,.p is the explosion energy.

F2g. i7 shows the time variation for these models.

    Other authors a}so estimate the time of maxlmum intenslty and conclude that it

is a half to one year after the explosion, simllar to above values (Berezinsky and

Ginzburg l987, Gaisser et al. 1987a).

    Above discusslon does not take the detailed inner structure of the ejecta into

account. It is proposed that the expansion velocity may be slower in the inner ejecta
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and this may delay the time ofmaximum intensity ofgamma-rays (Sato 1988). The
explosion energy of the supernova l987A r]Gay be smaller than the value estimated
earlier, and this also leads to a further delay. In conclusion, the time of maximum

intensity occurs at a half to several years after the explosion.

    Another possibility is that the ejecta ls acceierated by the energy emitted by the

pulsar unti} a shell is fotmed, then high-energy particles may be confined and acceler-

ated by shocks in this cavity as in the case ef Crab nebula (Sato 1988). Whether
these particles are electronslpos2trons or nucleons is crucial for an estimation of h!gh-

energy gamma-ray flux. If they are electronslpositrons, synchrotron emission wi}1
be observed after the shell breaks into filaments, but it will be after severa} tens of

years.
    The gamma-ray fiux emitted by a pulsar is proportional to the Iuminosity of the

accelerated particles. The initial energy loss of a pulsar by pure magnetic dipo}e

radiation is calculated by the magnetic momentum of the pulsar pt"vBR3 (B is the

surface magnetic field and Rft, I06 cm is the radius of a neutron star) and the rotation

period P=2rcfÅí as

                      2          Lpuisar(O) =": 3c3 pt2 za3

                  F ts4 Å~ i 043 (i ogt G) 2 (i:lilOs )-'4 erg s""i ,

where Pe is the initial rotation period. Its time dependence is obtained from

s=o

     10     10'i

  -12  10'g

  t=76.5g cm'2
  Eo=10i7ev

t.i"oi"f i

     lolO lo12 lo14 lo16
                   E, (ev)

Fig.I8. I]he integral energy spectrum of
       gamma-rays generated by moneener-
       getic protons of IOi?eV (total injec-
       tion power I04ierg s-i) at colunm
       density 76.3g cm-2. The distance
       to LMC is assumed to be 55 kpc.
       (Yamada et al. 1988)
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ddt (-S-I2(t)2) = -Lputsar(t) •

(I is the moment of inertia of the neutron star) and is expressed by

         Lpuisar (t) = Lpuisar(O) [l + 16yr(p,llrr}s)t2 (B/loi2 Gv)2]-2 '

If a cons2derable fraction of this large energy loss is converted to the cosm2c-ray

luminosity Lp, we expece young supernovae to be intense sources of gamma-rays.

    The energy spectrurn of gamma-rays depends on the spectrum of accelerated
particles. Yamada et al. assumed a raoRoenergetic proton injection (Yamada it et al.

1988). Gaisser et al. took a power-tlaw spectrum (Gaisser et al. 1987a). Fig. 18 and

19 shows the expected energy spectra ae Earth for these models. These are examples
which assume Lp==104i erg s""! of IOi7 eV protons at coiumr} density 76.3 g cm-'2 for

Yamada et al. and Lp==le`O erg s-'i ofE-2 dE (lOi7eV cutoff) protons for Gaisser et al.

The source distance is taken as 56 kpc and 50 kpc, respectively. For the latter ex-

ample, two cases, with and without the cascading effect (see section II-4), are shown.

"VY'e cannot expect gamma-rays of energies hlgher than IO!5 eV due to interactions

with the microwave background radiation.

gas-3. 0bservatien of uxXtra-high-emeergy gamma-rays froma the supernova
a987A
    As mentloned in the last section, we should alm at the energy region less than 200

TeV for detection of uiÅíra-high-energy gamma-rays from the supernova 1987A. In
order to accomp}ish this requirement by observing air showers, it is desirabie that the

experimene is carried out at a high }atitude of southern hemisphere and at a high

altitude to reduce the attenuation of air showers in the atmosphere. Fig. 20 shows

the transition curve of 300 TeV gamma-ray showers versus atmospheric depth calcu-

lated by a Monte Car}o simulation. We se}ected the Black Birch range in the South

Island of New Zealand as the site wh2ch meets the above requiremeRts and where
roads, electric power and cooperation from astronomical observatories (Carter
National Observatory and U.S. Nava} Observatory) are avai!able so thaÅí we could

construct the apparatus in a short tlme.

    Ilt the southern hemisphere, some experiments are in operation. They are the

air shower arrays of the University of Adelaide in Adeiaide (Australia), the joint
                                                                 vexperiment oftheJapan-Bolivia group on Mt. Chacaltaya (Bolivia), and the Cerenl<ov

rnirrors ofthe University ofDurham (U.K.) at Narrabri (Australia) and Potchefstroom

University in Potchefstroom (South Africa).

    The air shower array at Adelaide ls sltuated at 350S and sea ]evel, so it is only

effective for )iOi5 eV gamma-rays from the supernova, which means that the at-

tenuation by the microwave background radiation is serious. However, it is the only

array which has been operating continuously since the supernova explosion. The
results for before and after two weeks, and for six months since the expiosion were
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reported (Bird et al. ]987, Ciampa et al. I988), NNThich gave upper !im2ts on ultra-high-

energy gamema-ray fiux. The Iatter report concludes that the cosmic-ray lum!nosity

of the superRova is less than 10a erg s-i. However, the expected signal for this array

will appear mostly near the threshold energy, for which the angular resolution may

not be as good.

    Mt. Chacaltaya situates at 160S but its heighe is 5200 m a.s.l. so the atmospheric

depth at the meridian passage of the supernova is nearly the same as that at Biack

Birch. However, the time variation of the atmospheric depth is steep as the zenith

angle is large ()53e), and so the observation time per day is not long. (See Fig. 21.)

This group constructed a new array which censists of twelve 4 m2 sclntillation deteÅëtors

and thirty-two 1 m2 detectors and started observing in December l987 (M. Teshima,

Private communication). Fast photomultip}iers of 5 inch diameter are incorporated in
the 4 m2 detectors and used for timing measurement.

    The University of Leeds (U.K.) and the Bartol R.esearch Foundation (U•S.A•)
constructed an array of sixteen scintillation l m2 detectors near the South ?ole and

began observing in iDecember l987 (A.A. Watson, private communication). It can
always observe the supernova at a zenith angle of 210 and its height is 3100 m a.s.1.,

which is favorable for observation ofultra-high-energy gamma-rays.

     l]he Durham group happened to be observing a pulsar very close to the supemova

I987A ln February 1987 and the supernova was in their field of view. They also
observed the supernova ln September and reported upper lim2ts of 10m']O cm"'2 s--]

(}ltr250 GeV) for both of these observations (Orford and Turver 1987).

XIE4. Supernovae and galaetic cosmic-rays

    Supernovae have been considered to one of the origins of high-energy cosmic-

rays for a long time. I{owever, shock acceleration in supernova remnants can reach
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 only EEI IOi4 eV (Lagage and Cesarsky 1983). For higher energies, pulsar acceleration

 is suggested as mentioned before. In this section, we dlscuss the relatlonship between

 the cosmlc-ray iuminosity ofpulsars born in supernova explosions and galactic cosmic-

 rays (Sato l977).

    We define by'p as the total cosmic-ray energy emitted by a pulsar in a supernova.

 Contributions of supernovae to galact!c cosmic-rays should be smaller than the
 observed fiux:

          Wp(rcRfrsN) c/ VG<1(>Ep) ,

where JI(>Ep) is the 2ntegral flux of cosmic-rays of energies greater than Ep, TcR is

;he confinement time of cosmic-rays in Galaxy, TsN is the supernova rate, and VG is

the voiume of the Galaxy. We define the ratio of Ytlp to the rotatienal energy ofa
pulsar (M'r,,t) as A( =l?ttrplM,T,,,). Assumlng J(>Ep)ocE-i'6 then we have

          A< 1(>Ep)
             Wrot (TcR/TsN) C! Vc

            == 1O"'3'6a(Ep/lO'5 eV)-e•S,

where

          a ,,. J(>I09 eV)
                              ,              M!r,,t (TcR!rsiv) cl VG

and the average energy ef particles emisted by the pulsar is taken as Ep. raking
rcR=:3Å~107 yr, TsN===30 yr and VG =I068 cm3, we get

          a = IO-L5(W,,t/1052 erg) -'i ,

and so

          A< l05'i ( W,,,11Osu erg) -i (Ep,11Oi5 eV) ""O'6 ,

that is,

          Wp< I O`7 (Ep!10i5 eV)-O'6 erg .

Ifwe assume thae the pulsar is produclng high-energy particles for dt=3 yr, an upper

limit on the cosm!c-ray luminosity of the pulsar is obtained :

         Lp "v Pjlpldt< l 039 erg s-i .

On the other hand, Gaisser et al. assume that high-energy pareicles emltted by a pulsar

are confined by magnetic fields in the ejecta and only neutrons produced by them
(w!th the fractionf.) contribute to galactic cosmic-rays:

        f. Lp (rcR/Ts2v) Atl PrG< ecR ,

where ecR is the energy density of cosmic-rays and .3 Å~ IO-i6 erg cm-'3 for 10i5t--. 1Oi7 eV.

Takingf. =:O.I, TcR =I05 yr, TsN =30 yr, dt ==3 yr and YG =1067 cm3, we have
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         Lp< 104e erg s'-i .•

In botlt cases, the energy baiance of galactic cosmic-rays limits the rate of supernovae

wh!ch emit particles with }arge cosmic-ray lurninosities, say, Lpll: 1042 erg sHi.

    High-energy particles emitted by a pulsar produce light elements (Li, Be, B)

through coillsions with heavy elements in the superRova ejecta. The amount of
these elements is limited by observations of the cosmlc abundance of elements. iVSere

define.flL as the cosmic abundance of Iigl}t elements, AfL is the increase offL by th!s

process, andfi(>fL) is the enriched abundance in she ejecta. Then we have

         AfL = (Me/MG) NsNfi<fL

where M, is the total mass of the ejecta, A(fG is the Galactic mass and NsN is the total

number of supernovae. rlraking appropriate values andfLAulO--8, we get

        f.i< 10-6 .

The total number of spallation reactions (N,) is given by

         N, 'N' Nc A P'YretfEp

where N, is the average number ofnuc!ear reactions initiated by a particle with energy

Ep. Definingffi as the heavy element abundance in the ejecta,

         fiNNsmpf61Me

and (mp: proton mass) we get

         A< IO` NXi ( W.,tlle52 erg)'i (EpllOi5 eV) .

.2V, rnay be smaller than Ep!1Oe MeV so this limit is looser than the one obtained from

the total energy of galactic cesmic-rays. Eichler and Letaw also give a llmit frem

similar considerations :

          pil,rp< le5e erg•3.6Å~ lO-3 (Ep/l GeV)IN,

            NN2xI05i (Ep/10i5 eV) erg

(Eichler ancl Letaw 1987) where their estimation for N, is

          N,'v9log, (Epll GeV).

    H'. Sato discussed other llmitations deduced from observed gamma-rays, electrons

and neutrino intensities and light curves of supernovae, but cencluded that the re-

strictien given by the total energy ofgalactic cosmaic-rays is the most strlngent one.

    In any case, the above discussions are only quaiitaÅíive ones and should be refined

by comparison with experirnents. The supernova 1987A provides the first op-
portunity to carry out such experiments.
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97

The arrangement of detectors at Black
Birch. @, <[l>: two sets ofO.5m2 scin-
tillation detectors; [I] : 1 m2 scintil}ation

detectors; O: Mirrors for derenkov
light observation.

173047'E) of the Biack B!rch Range in the South Island of New Zealand. It consists
of forty-five scintil}atlon detectors of O.5 m2 !n area, thirty-oRe scintillation detectors

of l m2, and three mirrors of 2 m diameter. Flg. 22 shows the aryangement of the

detectors. We see from contour Iines that the site is sloplng toward the south-est.

IV-1. Airshowerarray
    The separation of sclntillation detectors is optim!zed w'hen the figure of merit

Q== N,(e)!VAr. (e) takes the maximum value for gamrna-rays in the 100 TeV region.

Here N,(e) is the number of events expected to fall within e from the supernova
directlon and NB(0) is the number ofbackground showers in the solid angle subtended

by e.

    The expected angular resolution for 200 TeV gamma-ray shewers from the
supernova l987A within two hours fromfto its meridian passage at BIack Blrch was

calculated by a Monte Carlo simulation. The result is shown in Table 3. (This

                Tab}e 3. Comparig.on offigure ofmerit in some arrays

Condition

R=:l5 in, no lead

R== 15 m, 5 mm lead

R= :lO m, no }ead

R== 1O rn, 5 mm lead

e l lo
I

l.so 2o 2.so

P(O/o)

 Q
p(e/.)

 Q
P(O/.)

 Q
p(e/,)

 Q

 14
l.eo

 27
l.29

 43
i.54

 54
l.54

 32
2.29

 55
2.62

 75
2.68

 85
2.43

 20
e.95

 39
124

 54
l.29

 65
1.2G

 40
l.90

 66
2.10

 82
1.95

 90
1.71
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work was done before the installation so some parameters are a little different, but it

is eRough to discuss relative values.) The percentage P ofgamma-ray showers whose
arrival direct2ons are reproduced within 10, I.50, 20, 2.50 and the figure of merit Q

are calculated for separations R=:iO, 15 m, with and without lead sheets of 5 mm

thickness.

    Qis proportional to

                Ns P(e) R2
          Quak vN. Cx v.e2 R2ocR

so it is smaller for R=Ie m though the angular reso}ution is better. (Instead the

threshold energy ofdetectlon becomes iower.) The above discussion does not include

the depeRdence on gamma-ray energy, but we decided to use R==I5 m as shown 2n
Kg. 22.

    In this case it is presumed that Q. takes tke maximum value if we use events
within 1.5N20 from the supernova direction, which is consistent with real data as

discussed later.

iV-2. SÅëintiEiatiovadetecter$

    A O.5 m2 detector consists ofa 7I-cmÅ~71 cmÅ~5 cm plastic sclntillator enclosed

in a pyramidal-shape stainless-steel box palnted with VH enamel. Photons are
collected from below by a photomuitiplier of 2 inch diameter ('EE[I949, Hamamatsu
Photonics) from a distance of50 cm (Fig. 23(a)). A lead sheet of5 mm thickness is

piaced on each of these detectors to convert Iow energy gamma-rays in air showers to

electron pairs 2n order to increase scinti]lation yields. These gamma-rays may be

nearer to the show•er front than electrons, which are affected by mult!ple scattering,

and we therefore expect a better angular resolution (Poirier and Mikoc}<i }987). The

output signals oÅí photomultipliers are sent to the electronics hut at the center of the

Ca>

5rnm;

- 73crn -
Pta$tic scintiKator

Leacisheet
m;

tttttttx
{H1949)
Photorau{tiptie:

TE•l

signat

higtsvottge

110cm
b) highvottage

signat

Å}6V
PreampUfier

PtaotomuLiplier
(R877)

gn

o"

Ptastlc $cintiUator

!111 / 1 11!1

Fig. 23. Thestructure ofthe scintillation detectors. (a) O.5 m2 detector; (b) 1 m2 detector.
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array by coaxial cables (5D2V). High voltages (-2000.y-2800 V) are supplied
by RG-57BfU cables from dlstributors in the hut. They are adjustable 2n 20 V steps.

    A l m2 detector contains four 50 cmx50 cmxIO cm plastic scintillators in a

pyramidal-shape steel box vlewed from above by a 5 inch photomultip}ier (R877,
Hamamatsu Photonics) from a distance of 103 cm (Fig. 23(b)). Their output signals

are amplified (Å~30) and fed to ADC's (Analog-to-Digital Converters) through IOO m

of 5D2V cables and 40 m of RG-58C!U cab}es. High volsages (-600N-800 V)
and low voltages (Å}6 V for preamplifiers) are supplied by RG-59BIU cables and
multi-thread cables respectively from the hut.

    The gain of the H1949 photomuitipliers is calibrated by a standard source of
Nal (Tl) scintillator which contains 2`iAm of 1 mCi. The llnearity between input

and output pulses is measured by a laser calibration system. R877 photomultipliers

are checked by a photodiode system.

KV-3. eslectrenics

    The block diagram of the electron2cs is shown in Fig. 24. Each signal from the

O.5 m2 detectors is divided lnto three. Two of them are fed to an ADC and a•'dis-

criminator for a TDC (Time--to-Digital Converter) respectively, through a 60 m delay

cable (RG-58C!U, 3eO ns) and the other is fed d!rectly to a discr!m!nator for a trigger.

Threshold va}ues for dlscrimlnators are set to -20 mV and -l20 mV for the TDC
and the trigger, which correspond to O.3 and 1.8 times the mlnimum !onizing particle

signal respectively. Discriminators for the TDC are set to the2r minimum value to
reduce the walk of rise time of photomultiplier pulse.

    Discriminators for the trigger (LeCroy 4413) have sixteen channels and output

current proportional to the number of channeis which exceed the thresho}d value.

Three trigger discrlminators are connected by a daisy-chain and the sum of them is

fed to another d!scrlminator. When more than four detectors are fired, the master

trigger pulse is generated fyom this discriminator. This rate is about l ffz.

    The master trigger is extended to I ps width by a gate generator and starts the

TDC's and gates the ADC's. One of the ADC moduies interrupts the CPU when it
is gated, and data from ADC's and TDC's are transferred to CPU through a CAMAC
dataway and recorded on optical diskettes.

    The CPU consists ofa 16 bit persona} computer (NEC PC-9801VX, V30 mode,

O.5mZ detecter {x45)

:t502V100m

:L9,4g

;fi7?7+amp'

fxxV-9YK

    "-----mu,--iLe2!j
SD2V IOOm RG58C!U 40m

l diseri: SLra- dt$erl, pm

                 STARr     r dekay5eOns l. sTce,

   discrl, I I
       detay 500ns L

/' Å~"'

i"s
lme deteeter (X31}

     wDc I
    - 1 ATEI    lt
rl.ADcl
 t/ gLAICH l'

wwtock ag
ODD cpu VF l

'i

Fig. 24. The block diagram of the electronics.
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IO MHz clock) and is controlled by a program written by MS-Fortran compiler under

MS-DOS Ver 3.1 operatlng systern. RoutiRes to control a CAMAC crate contro}Ier
and an optical dlsk drive and to handle interrupts are wrritten in assembler language.

    Data is written on an optical diskette each sixteen events. The data from one

event is 320 bytes }ong and consists of the run number, event number, time, TDC
and ADC values, and so on. A quartz clock ofhigh accuracy was added in November

l987 in addition to the CPU clock.

    Before each run, pedestal values of ADC's are checked by artificial triggers gen-

erated by a pulser and their values are written at the top ofdata files. One run ends

at 100000 events and the next run starts autornatically.

    The optical disk drive ('I"oshlba Wbvl-S50) can handie write-once optical dlskettes

of 400 MB (one side) or 800 MB (both sides) capacity and is connected to the CPU

by a SCSI bus. Continuous operation ofabout ten days is possible with a ! Hz trigger

rate.

    Eiectric power is supplied to the hut by 230 V, 50 Hz AC frem the high volta.cre

(11000V) iine extending to the sumrnit (where there is a telephone station) and

converted to leOV. Only CPU and high voltage power supplies have battery
backups to guard against power t"ailures. The data-talcing pro.crram closes the data

file on the optical diskette ifno event happems in 6e seconds, then resets the system and

restayts t}}e operation so as to guard against instantaneous })ower failures. If no

event happens in another 60 seconds, the opearation stops. Thls procedure is re-
qulred because data fiies on optical diskettes cannot be read afterwards if they are

not closed properly•.

XV-G. AdijvastexxemeS oÅíreXaeive timae ciiffereasces

    Relative time differences between the O.5 m2 detectors are measured as time

differences with a standard smali detector whlch contains a 20 cmx20 cmxl cin
plastic scintillator. The standard detector is placed on each O.5 m2 detector and

time differences ofmore thaR 3eO penetratiRg cosmic-ray muons are recorded. TDC
values are corrected by corresponding ADC values using an empirical formeula deter-

mined from tkese datasets:

lk"

if

gs

.3 Ll-

,e

iV

,l

l

           ll

nn",nd,e,fg/Lb(l"Litimggiti ji

i 1.1 1.2 s..a. ttlo3}
           M= 4S5 H= 4  TDC tiount '

I?ig. 25. An example ofdata used for relative
       timingcalibrat{on. eiieTDCcount
       is O.125 ns.
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          Tt ,.,. 7•-e.59 (v:ewwtA,-38) )

where T', T are TI)C values after and before correction (iR unit of O.l25 ns), A, Ao

are ADC value and its pedestal value (ln unit of O.25 pC). An example of IrDC
distribution after this correction is shown 2n Fig. 25. We know relative times from

the peaks and timlng accuracies from the widths efthese distrlbutions. The average

width is 1.34 ns as a standard deviation of Gaussian fit and we get 1.2 ns as the timing

reso}utlon after subtracting the contribution of the standard deeector (O.6 ns).

    This kind of rneasurement requires a lot of work and time so a iaser calibration

system was installed and used after this.

g'V-5. Generag feasEgye$ efob$ervedi events

    Some examples of distributions of ADC and TDC values for the O.5 m2 detectors

are shown in Fig. 26 and 27. The peak ofthe ADC distrlbution near IOO corresponds

to the passage of miRimum ionizing particles. As ll bit ADC's are used, pulse
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An example of distributions of
number of equivalent particles
(Nea) converted from APC va-
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heights }ess than 20 equivalent partlcles (denoted as N,exe20) can be recorded. The

ADC, distribution with effectlve 'I"DC va}ues is shown in Flg. 28. The probability

that the TDC value is effective ls expressed by

          l wweXP [nm (NeelO•54)5] ,

and 500/o for N,,==O.5, "vlOOO/o for N,,>O•7NO•8•
    Fig. 29 shows the distribution of X, the sum of (pedestal-subtracted) ADC values

Fig. 3e.
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                          NTDc
The distribution of IVmDa (the number ofeffeÅëtive TDC values)
8 and the average is 12.7.

. The mode is
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ofO.5 m2 detectors. The cutoff at S<100e comes from the trigger condition. Fig.
SO shows the distribution of the number of effective TDC values (NTpc). Its mode is

8 and the average is 12.7. Correlation between ATTDc and X is shown in Fig. 31. It

2s roughly expressed as

         <X>N2000 exp(NTDcll5) •

Fig. 32 shows the }og X dlstributions for f}xed NTDc and they exhibit nearly Gaussian

distributioRs.

    Fig. 33 shows the distribution of "XD, the sum of ADC values of 1 m2 detectors.
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Correlation between X and XD is shown in Fig. 34 and rough}y expressed as

         <XD> OC .XO•S .

XV-6. Methedi of arrival direetien dieterminatien

    Arriva} dlrections of air showers are determined by the least squares method.
We defiite l, m, n as the direction eoslnes, xi,)i, zi as the positions of each detector,

and ti as the time when shower front passes the detector. Then we have

         lxi+mpi+nzi -- -e(t{-to) ,

where c is the velocity oÅíiight, te is the time when the shower front passes the coordinate

origin (treated as a parameter) and skower front is assumed te be a p}ane. In the
least squares rnethod, the parameters l, m, n are varied so that

         x2 : 2 wi [lxi+m]i+nzi +c (ti -lo) ]2
               i
is minimized, where wi is the statistical weight ofeach detector. Here l, m, n are not

independent and should satisfy

          l2-i-7n2-i-n2 =1.

This !s accompllshed if we solve the s!multaneous equations

         .ox2 .., ax2 .. Ox2 ,= o

          al am ate
wlth the above restriction. The resuits are

              -Bti,VB2-4AC
          n=                             ,                    2A

          l == Pn+gc ,

          m m= rn+sc ,

           " l ]Xi zvi xi+m Zi zvi.yirF n Xi Lvi zi-i-c :E]i tvi ti
         to
                              c Xi wi

where the sign of the square root is chosen so that O:E{nSl1

         A = p2+r2+1 ,

         B == 2c(Pg+rs),

         C = c2 (e2+s2)-1 ,

         p == (a2 b3-a3 b2)1(ai b2-a2 bi) ,

         g xe (a2 b4-a4 b2)1(ai b2-a2 bi) ,

         r -ww (a3 bi-aib3)/(ai b2-a2 bi) ,

         s = (a4 bi-ai b4)f(ai b2-a2 bi) ,

         ai : X wi X tei x?• --- (X zvi xi)2 ,

              ttl

   ,

is satisfied and
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         a2 = : X wi 2 wi xix-2 wi xi Z tviyi ,

              tt ss         a3 =: = wi ]X zvi zi xi-]X wi zi 2 wi xi ,

              lt si         a4 == X zvi 2 wi xi ti-2 zvi xi Z tvi ti ,

              tt st
         bi =: a2,

         b, == Z wi X tviX•-(X w,]i)2 ,

               tt:
         b3 ur 2 zvi X zvi.7i zi-X te)i-],i X ivi zi ,

               t; ti
         b4 nv- IX ivi X wiyi ti-IXI zeiri 2 zvi ti •

               tt tt
The choice of wi is discussed in the ncxt section.

XV-7. AccutraÅëy ofarerival directien dietermination

    We compare two arrivai directions determined independently with two sets of
O.5 m2 detectors as shown in Fig. 22, search for practical welghts in the fittlng pre-

cedure, and estimate the angular resolution.

    We denote Ai as ADC value of the i-th detector and Ai,i as the peak value of

ADC distribution which corresponds to minimum ioniziRg particles. TDC values
such that N,a=='AilAi,i->O.25 are adopted and 50000 events are aRalyzed with the

condition that each set of detectors have more than three TDC va}ues. 38000 events

remained.
    Two types of weights are assumed:
(1) wi -- 2V'g,,i

(2) tVirmnv[(bAmaxlAi)21Nee,i+aj2'it,i]-'

    Parameters are searched for a=O, 1, 2, 3, 4 and b=urO.5, l, ..., 3.5. A... !s the

maximum among Ai and aiit,i is the measured timing jitter discussed in IV-3.

    We defme th as a space angle between two directions (li, mi, ni), (l2, m2, n2) then

         tven = cos-i(li l2+7ni m2+ni 2i2) •

The best parameters, which make <V> smallest, are a==2 for (l) and b ==2.5 for (2),

The two methods do not differ much with these parameters so we use the sirapler (1)

with a =:2 after this.

    Fig. 85 and 36 show V distributions as functions of NTDc and X respectlvely.

Horizontal bars indicate average values. Fig. 37 and 38 show the integral form of
this distribution and indicate the ratio of events within Nth. Curves correspond to

IVTDc ==7Å}1+3j',j'=O, l, •••,6 for Fig. 37 and .X==2500l2500+5000j',j'--O, 1, •••,

5 for Fig. 38. The latter distribution is well expressed by

         V = 1•8 ( looXumx )O' `35 ( IXo, ) '" di degree ,

           a == 2.57Å~10"7 X3+O.768 ,

as a function of X, where XO/. of events are contained within V. IÅí has narrower
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peak and x4rider tail compared to a Gaussian distribution. Fig. 39 shows this Åíunction

for X=rm20, 50, 800/,.
    The angular resolution ls estlmated as follows. V is a space angle between two

arrival directions which devlate from the true direction, so each d!rection deviates

by V/Vif en the average. In addition, ln a real analysls ail the detectors are used

so the deviation is reducecl by a statistical factor !IV-i2H. Therefore, if we define
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the angular resolution Ae as an angle in which 500/,

      Ae e-- vi-s"• vi-2 •th (x =- seo/., x) ,

         == O•9( io4)-O'80 degree .

of evexxts are contained, we have

Illg. 4e shows t}ie distribution of 'vSp versus zenitli angle (e). :[ihe angular resolut2on

becomes worse for 0>350. With the condition .X)leOOO, it does kot depend on 0
as much, as shown in Fig. 41.

gV-8. Effective tseea feer garm-eeea-g'ays fwsseea ske gEugeewmeovEif g987A

    The effective coliecting area for gamma-rays from the supernova is calculated

for ottr array using a four-dimensional bvfonte Carlo simulation (Kasahara et al. I979,

K. I<asahara, in preParation).

    -g. 42 shows the relat!onship between gamma-ray energy and X. It is roughly
expressed as

          <Es> == 130(X13ooo)O•52 Tev,

but the fluctuations are iayge.

    The effective depth of dtmosphere varies as the supemova moves on the celestial

sphere, so (effective area) Å~ (observation time) per day is ca}culated and is shown in

Fig. 43 as a function of gamrx}a-ray energy. A condition correspondin.cr to cr ;}ir20eO

is imposed as in real analysis. The effective area increases with energy because hlgh

energy showers are triggered even if their cores are outside the array. For 10e lreV
showers it is 3600 m2 if we assume the effective observation time is l15 so rnost ef the
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showers thae fa1} inside the array are detected.

    In order to incorporate the effect of the microwave background radiation, a
simulation was done assuming a gamma-ray spectrum E-"2dE (4Å~10i3tylOi? eV),

E-3dE (>IOi7 eV) and a source dlstance of 50 kpc. Fig. 44 shows the samp}ed
spectrum and Fig. 45 shows triggered events with .S}i)2000. The median value in
Fig. 45 is l8e TeV. In this calczilation showers are injected wkh R, (distance from

thc shower core to tke array center) f{ lOO m, l ff l (time after the meridian passage of
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the supernova):f;4hr. The result is 6.93Å~10ii cm2s per day for gamma-rays of

energies greatey than 40 TeV. Fig. 46 and 47 show the ratio of input showers and

triggered ones plotted against R, and H.

iV-9. Rateofcosmagc-rays
    Most of the observed events are caused by nuclei such as protons. We est!mate
the rate ofthese showers using the energy spectrum obtained in other experiments.

    Fig. 48 shows the energy spectrum of cosmic-rays summarized by Hillas (Hillas

l984). We use the d!fferential flux reported by the Akeno air shower group

         f(E) =: 4.5Å~ iO-"27 (EIE,)-'di cm-2 s-] sr-i eV-i ,

           Ez =: 4.68Å~10i5 eV ,

            a .. I2'62 E:{; Ei

                f3.e2 E> E, .

(Nagano et al. 1984). In order to estimate the effective area for nuclear showers,

the following assuraptions are made:

(1) The zenith ang}e (e) dlstribution is represented by the most probable value (200)
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     and the solid angle O.7854 sr (integrated over cos7e d2) ls used.

(2) All cosmic-rays are protons.

    Fig. 49 shows the number of particles in proton showers injected at e--200 and

gamma-ray showers e=:300 at the atmospherlc depth of Black Birch calculated by a
Monte Carlo simulation. We correct (effect!ve area) Å~ (observation time) in Fig. 43

wlth this difference, increase the observation time as the average zenith angle is

constant, and multiply the above spectrum and solld angle. We then have the rate
of cosmic-ray showers. If we assume 5 times the observation time, the result is 1.52

Hz. The median value of shower energies is estlmated as 250TeV in a simllar
procedure.
    In fact the trigger rate ls l.3 NEz. The above estimation is good considering the

simplifying assumptions made. (Nuc}ei heavier than protons cause showers of
smalier size at Black Birch depth. Thus these showers lower the rate and the con-

sistency may become better.) This consistency shows that the effective area for

gamma-rays shown in Fig. 43 ls adequate.

V. Resu!tsandDiscussiens

V-1. ?regressoftheexperirnent
    We started the 2nstallatiolt of the apparatus at the s!te in }ate August 1987•

Strong wind and a delay of the shipment made us a little behind the schedule, but

finally the test operation began on l3 October 1987. There were some interruptlons

due to heavy snow, the measuremeRt of the timing between detectors, but from late
October the operation has been almost contlnuous. Fig. 50 shows the status of the

operation. in the following we describe the results obtained from the first 34.6 live

days data. We have recorded 3.88Å~ 106 events from }3 October l987 to 3 December
1987.

V-2. ArrivaX d!irection {Iistrihution eÅígeneral events

    Fig. 5I and 52 show the zenith angie (e) and azimuth angle (Åë) distribution of

about 9Å~I05 events. We can check the bias of the data from these figures• The
curve in Fi.cr. 51 is cos70 dcosO distribution normalized to fit the data. The average

value of 0 is 23.80. The azlmuth angle is defined to be zero for south and 900 for east•

The average of Åë is l80.140Å}O.110 and shows the syinmetry of events coming frorr}

the east and west hemisphere. Fig. 53 and 54 show the projected zenith angle dis-

tributions. The hoyizontal axes of Fig. 5B and 54 are clefinecl as

         0N-s = tan-i (tan e cos to),

         0E-w -ww tan'-i (tan S sln g5) ,

respective}y. The averages of these distributions shouid be zero if no bias exists.
In fact

         <eNHs> == o.ls7oÅ}o.o2oo,

         <eE-.rv> = o.ooloÅ}o.o2oo .
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{Date> ()UD}

12-OCr-t987

22-OC:-1987

o2-uNov-1987

l2-NOV--19B7

22-•tlOV-1987
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47e90

47ieo

47110

4712e

p

n

Fig. 50. T}ie status of operation of the air shower array.
Live time Ss shown by squares against date and
M.JD (Modified Julian Day). The operation
stopped during MJD 47101evv471e6 for timing
measurements, and the data file during MJD
47119-"47124 is unable to be read due to some
troub}e.
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angular resolution is good, so detaiied analysis using simulation and so on may be

required in the future.

    Fig. 55 and 56 shows the distributions of right ascension and declination of all

events (with X (sum of ADC)22000). Large anisotropy in right ascension dis-
tribution may results froni the fact that the observation in daytime is often interrupted

by some work and this corresponds to right ascension 1000N2000. This problem wili

be solved with the increase of observation time. Temperature and pressure effects

should be much smaller.

V-3. Upper Eimit on the flux of gamma-rays from the SuRernova l987A
    In order to check for an excess of events ifom the direction of the supernova, we

compare the directions with the same declination (S) but with different right ascension

(a). The raclius of the angular window, e,,, ls defined so as to maximize the figure of

merit QL =Ns(e)IV N.(0) where Ns(e) is the number of eveRts expected to fall wlthin

e from the supernova and dVB(e) is the number of background showers in the solid

angle sttbtended by e. The form of Ns(e) as a functiolt of e is adopted from the th

distribution (Fig. 39). '["lte resulting 0,, is weli expressed as a function of X by

         e,, : l.O (X!IO`)-e''3 degree.

We expect 490/, of gamma-ray events to fall within this aRgle for" == 2000 and 569/o

for X=:7SOOO. I?or all events with various X we use e,, =(0.(2eOO)-l-0,,(75000))12

=:l.73e. The result is shown in Fig. 57. ["he center of the wlndows are taken as
6 == -69.30, ame84•.OO+l.730j7G (j' is an integer andj'==•O corresponds to the supemova

dlrectlon.) in orcler to avoid a binning bias. (Thus some events are multiple-counted.)

N,o excess appears ilt the direction of the supemova.

    'I"en non-Qverlapping background directions (j'---llO, -88, ••', -22, 22, "',
I10) are selectecl to estimate the upper limit of the excess from the supernova. We

use only ten directions near the supernova so as to avoid the non-unifoymity in right

ascension distribution. In Ta})le 4 the numbers of events fallen in each windows is

shown.
    The upper limit is caiculated from Poissonian statistics foliowing Prothore
(Protheroe 1984). In Fig. 58 we have a (ratio of [solid aRgle] Å~ [observation time])

=:O.1, NoN = 786, B (average background events)=:812.3 and we obatin Sgs===47. 530/o

of gamma-ray events are expected to fall in the window so we obtaln a 950/o con-
fidence level (C.L.) upper limit of 89 events. We define A(E) as the product of the

curve showR in Fig. 42 and live tlme (34.6 days), and e(d, E) as attenuation due to the

xnicrowave background radiation for source distance d. The number of gamma-ray

Table 4. Nmnber ofevents in the windows

Window inclexj

a (degree)

Number of events

-liO -88 -66 -44 -22 O 22 44 66 88 110
 36.5 46.0 55.5 65.0 7zlr.5 84.0 93.5 103.0 112.5 122.0 l31.5

843 824 791 813 774 786 792 838 860 795 793
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Fig. 57. Number of events with declination
       near the supernova as a function of
       right ascension. Each point shows
       the number of events fallen in the
       circ;e centered 6 = -69.30, a ==84.0"
       +l.730j'14 (j' in an integer).
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 950/. upper limit (Sgs) in units of
 A Bi/2 as a function of the observed
 counts, No rv, where a is the ratio of
 (solid angle) Å~ (observation time) for

 the on-source and off-source observ-

          A ation and B =ax(number of off-
 seurce events). (Protheroe l984)

events can be expressed as

          N =" j.f(E) A(E) e(d, E) dE,

wheref(E) ls the differentia} fiux of gamrna-rays to be observed at earth without the

background radiation absorption. If we assumef(E) ==feE-"2'O and use 89 for N, fe is

obtained and we can set the upper iirnit on the integra} fiux

          F(}IE) :S;f(E') e(d, E') dE',

                 == Sco.feE'-"2'"e(d, E') dEt .

The resuit is

          F( }) 40 TeV) f{; 3.6 Å~ 10-i2 cm'2 s-' (95 0/. confidence level),

          F( }at IOO TeV) S l.1 Å~ 10-i2 cm-2 s-] (95 0/, confidence level).

    The gamma-ray luminosity of the supernova is calculated as

          fjy == 4nd21. Ef(Et) dE,.

Ifwe take the upper and Iower bounds of the energy as 10i4, IOi7 eV respectively, we

have the upper limit

          Lv(IO'`NIOi7 eV)-<5.5Å~le38(d150 kpc)2 erg s-' (950/. confideRce level).

    Table 5 shox4rs the nurnber distribution of events near the supernova classified by

a and 6.
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'rable 5. The number of events near the supernova
       Declination (degree)

1987A

lii.

-89.3 -87.3 -85.3 -83.3 -81.3 -79.3 -77.3 - 75.3 - 73.3 -7i.3

I

iii• il iilii i'ii ll 'iiii il•ll
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l•i' l7ll il
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S9. Theplotofeventsin'X-ylsNplane,
    w• here iP's.asr is the angular separa-
    tioR from the supernova direction.
    Straight lines indicate the percent-
    age of events is expected to be con-
    tainedbelowthoselines. Thecurve
    denoted by NB z=i is the boundary
    uncler which background events are
    cxpected to be one per O.2 decade
    ofX.
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6e. '1"his plot is similar to Fig. 59 but in

    this case nine directions with dif.
    ferent right ascension are superpos-
    ed.
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Table 5. (continued>
  Decline (degree)

-69.3 -67.3 -65.S -63.3 -61.3 -59.3 -57.3 -55.3 -53.3 -51.3 - 49.3

iiiilil  ,i ll-lillii :lii   .lii iiii iiiiiil liiil,ii iiiiiiiii lliiiiill iii'iliiili liliiliii iiiiliiili

    Another method to see the excess is the plot of events in X-IPnsN plane shown in

Fig. 59, where thsN is the angle seperation to the supernova direction. Straight lines

indicate the percentage of events expected to be contained be}ow those Iines. The

curve denoted by NB == l is the boundary under w}iich background events are expected

to be one per O.2 decade of X. In oÅíher words nine events under thls boundary is

conslstent with the ten events expected from back.crround. NB=l curve is clerived from

Fig. 60 in which 9 directions with different right ascension are superposed.

    The gamma-ray flux may vary with time as discussed in III-2 so we should check

the excess month by rnonth. This wlil be possible when we have severa} months of

observation time.

V-G. Comparisen with modieg ca!cuXations

    Next we consider the upper Iimlt on the cosmic-ray luminosity of the supernova

based on seme model calculations of the energy spectrurn of gamma-rays.

    Fig. 6I shows the produtct of the differential flux deducecl from Fig. I8, 19 and

exposure skown in Flg. 43. In the same figure we show the simple spectrum calculated

from the integral flux.

          2Å~10-i3 (E7110i5 eV)-2'i cmm2 s-i ,

and the attenuation factor which corresponds to the source dlstances 48 kpc and 56
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Table 6. Number of events expected from some models and correspondin.e upper limits on Lp

Model Åíxpected

 events

Upper limit

Lp(erg s-i)

Yamada et al. (l988) 526 l.4Å~l04e

Gaisser et al. (1987a> (cascading)

(Ro cascading)

358

l73

2.6 Å~ loio

S.3Å~IOIO
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shown. (Oyama et al. 1987>

kpc. This integral fiux is about ten times higher than the reported fiux from Cygnus

X-3 (Watson 1985). In Table 6 the expected numbers of events are tabulated for

34.6 days of observation. These are obtained by integration over energy of the
spectrum shown in Fig. 61. From a cornparison of these numbers with the obtained
upper limits, we can obtain the upper Iimits on the cosmic-ray Iuminosity (Lp) of the

supernova. Dependlng on models, thls is 3 Å~ le39NI040 erg s-i.

V-5. Comparisenwithohservatiensefmmon$inzsskdiergxounddetectors
    High energy muon-neutyinos em!tted by the supernova produce muons by inter-
act2ons in the surrounding rock of underground detectors. These muons retain the
original directions of the neutrinos with errors of order

          e,"N30 looGeVIE,,

where Ev is the energy of the muon-neutrino (Berezinsl<y et al. 1985). Underground

detectors for proton decay experiments such as KAMIOKANDE II and IMB will
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observe these as upward-going muons, as they are situated in the northern hemisphere.

Most atmospheric muons and neutrinos are downward-going and background events

are very rare.

    We mention here the results from KAMIOKANDE-II (Oyama et al. 1987).
Twenty-four muons with zenlth angles greater than 900 were observed from 23
February 1987 to 1 September l987. Fig. 62 shows the arrival direction distribution

of these muons on the ceiestial sphere. No muon is observed within 70 from the

supernova direction, in which 950/o ofevents are expectecl to be containecl. lrhus an

upper Iimit of I.2Å~10-i3 cm'-2 s-' (9.00/, C.L.) is obtained for muons of energies

greater than 1.7 GeV (this corresponds to more than 7 m path length in the detector)

from the supernova direction. The muon-neutrino luminos!ty depends on a, the
power !ndex of neutrino energy spectrum E ,-ptdEv, and E,, maximum value of Ev.
The 900/. C.L. upper limit is

            l.6Å~I04i erg s-i for a =:2.l, E, == 10i5 eV,

          N4.6Å~I042ergs-i for a =nm 2.7, E, xe IOi2eV,

where the distance to LMC is assurned to be 50 kpc. The former vaiue impiies an
upper limit on the ultra-hlgh-eRergy gamma-ray flux of

          l Å~ IOm8 cmm2 s-i for E7 }ir lOi2 eV ,

          I Å~ IO-ie cm--2 s-i for E72IOi4 eV .

(Honda and Mori I987). (With additienal data up to 15January I988 one muon ls
observed in the avove window and the upper limit of the neutriBo luminosity is
9.9xl040N4.8Å~1042 erg s-i for the same parameters. [Y. Oyama, Private com-
munication])

    The cosmic-ray Iumlnosity (Lp) of the supernova is deduced from above values as
1.6 Å~ I042 erg s'-i according to the model by Yamada et al. and 4Å~ 1042 erg smi (monoe-

nergetic lei7 eV proton injection) or 8Å~I042 erg s-i (a== 2.1 and 1-I08 GeV) ac-

cording to Gaisser and Stanev (Yamada et al. 1988, Galsser and Stanev 1987). These

iimits are about leO tlmes higher than ours, but we should take account of the differ-

ence of observation period and energy range so direct comparison does not allow tts

to draw any conclusion.

IV. CencKusion

    It has been suggested that a neuÅíron star was formed after the explosion of the

supernova 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud. If high-energy panicles are
accelerated by the new}y-bome neutron star, which is expected to rotate very rapidly

with a strong rnagnetlc field, high-energy gamma-rays aRd neutrinos should be
produced through collislons of particles with the surrounding ejecta. We are trying

to detect these gamma-rays in order to check the existence of a pulsar and its a,ctlvity.

A new air shower facility was constructed on a mountaln !n the South Island of New

Zealand where the condltions are favorable fbr such an experiment, and we have
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started the operation ef the array. However, no positive slgnal of gamma-rays in the

100 TeV region has appeared in the data taken from l3 October l987 to 3 December

1987. We set an upper limit on the fiux of gamma-rays at energies greater than IOO
TeV as 1.1 Å~ 10--i2 cm-2 s-i (95 O/, C.L.) including` the absorption effect by the micro-

wave background radiatien. Assuming the distance to the Large Magelianlc Cloud
is 50 kpc, an upper limit on the gamema-ray luminosity is 5.5 Å~ 10ss erg s--i for IOi4N

IOi7 eV. "I["his corresponds to an upper llmit on the cosmic--ray luminosity of 3Å~ I039

N104e erg s-i depending on models.

    The gamma-ray intensity is expected to reach its maximum value at a half to

several years after the expiosion, depending on the inncr structure of tke supernova

ejecta, which is pooiy I<nown. Thus it is too early to draw a conclusion, but some

restrictions are already iraposed on modeis.

    H. Sato proposed at first that the gammaa-ray fiux from this supernova can be

as large as ten thousand times that frorn Cygnus X-3 if Cygnus X-3 gains its activity

from the 12.6 ms pulsay as reported ln the TeV region and the newly-borne pulsar is

rotating as fast as }ms (Sato l987). (The energy emitted by magnetic dipole
radiation of a pulsar is proport!oRal to the fourth power of its rotation peried.)

However, our result denies this possibiii#y. rllrhis suggests tkat the rotation period is

considerably slower than Ims, or that the activlty of Cygnus X-3 is not due to a
puisar. Nevertheless, the expansion velocity of the ejecta may be slow in the inner

ejecta and the column density may not be thin enough to pass gamma-rays (Sato
l988), so again the final conclusion shouid be postponed.

    However, synchrotron radlation which l$ emitted by high-energy electrons
accelerated up to "v l TeV in the magnetic field and gamma-rays ofenergies up to the

TeV regien which are correlated with 33 ms periodicity are observed from Crab nebuia

which was formed after the supernova explosion in le54, so it is certain that partic}e

acceleration tal<es place iR Crab pulsar up to this energy. 'I'he tota} energy emitted

by radiation is about IOss erg s-`i at present and may have been ten times greaterjust

after the explosion. (The initial period is !nferred to be I7 ms.) However, if the

same order of this energy is given to the ultra-high-energy region, we may not expect

to detect ultra-high-energy gamma-rays from the supemova I987A as it is in the
Large Magellanic Cloud which is far away.
    Galactic cosmic-vays of energies higher than IOa5 eV cannot be supp}ied by shock

acceleration in supernova remnants and some models try to explain these cosmic-rays

by pulsar acceleration in young supernovae. The cosmic-ray luminosity required tbr
these models is Ie39.'-v I040 erg s-i assuming that pulsars are active for one tenth of the

average time seperation ofsupernovae, whlch is of the same order as our upper limit.

This value inc}udes many uncertainties such as the supernova rate, the confinement

time ofgalactic cosmic-rays and the duration ofpulsar activity, bue it means that our

observation is important for buildlng such models. We hope to supply reliabie data

from our experiment which will be the base of discussions on tke origin aRd accelera-

tion ofgalactic cosmic-rays. At present the experiment by theJANZOS collaboration
is going to be continued for two years.
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    In th2s paper the result from the air shower array is reportecl. The observation
    vby Cerenkov mirrors for gamma-rays in the TeV region was carried out for forty
hours iR total frem October l987 to January 1988. Data anaiysis is underway.

    If the gamma-ray spectrum is steep, it ls possible to detect TeV gamma-rays

while the 100 TeV gamma-ray fiux is weak. !n addition, the emission mechanlsms
other than accleration ofnuclei may contribute to the TeV region. There are many

photons around a pulsar such as synchrotron radiation by hlgh-energy eiectrons in

the strong inagnetic fie}d. These photons may be scattered by high-energ>r eiectrons

(inverse Compton scattering) and may be boosted to TeV e;iergies (Schlickeiser
                                  vl984) and this mechanism favors the Cerenkov observation. <HQwever, some say
that it wiil not work effectively until several years after the explosion. [Gaisser et aJ.

I987ai). Another merit of this energy region is that the period of the pulsar may be

detected by casching many gamma-rays in a short time. In any case, we are looking

ferward to their results.*

                                                      v    It is unlque in the world that an air shower array and Cerenl<ov mlrrors aye
operating at the same time and place, and we liope that we can help to understand

the naÅíure of the supernova by putting the two klnds of observation together.
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